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Unsupervised Trajectory Segmentation for Surgical Gesture Recognition in Robotic Training

Fabien Despinoy*, David Bouget, Germain Forestier, Cédric Penet, Nabil Zemiti, Philippe Poignet, and Pierre Jannin

Abstract—Dexterity and procedural knowledge are two critical skills surgeons need to master to perform accurate and safe surgical interventions. However, current training systems do not allow to provide an in-depth analysis of surgical gestures to precisely assess these skills. Our objective is to develop a method for the automatic and quantitative assessment of surgical gestures. To reach this goal, we propose a new unsupervised algorithm that can automatically segment kinematic data from robotic training sessions. Without relying on any prior information or model, this algorithm detects critical points in the kinematic data which define relevant spatio-temporal segments. Based on the association of these segments, we obtain an accurate recognition of the gestures involved in the surgical training task. We then perform an advanced analysis and assess our algorithm using datasets recorded during real expert training sessions. After comparing our approach with the manual annotations of the surgical gestures, we observe 97.4% accuracy for the fully-automated gesture recognition process. Our results show that trainee workflow can be followed and surgical gestures may be automatically evaluated according to an expert database. This approach tends towards improving training efficiency by minimizing the learning curve.

Index Terms—Unsupervised Trajectory Segmentation, Surgical Gesture Recognition, Machine Learning, Classification, Surgical Skills Training, Robotic Surgery, Teleoperation.

I. INTRODUCTION

SURGICAL trainees conventionally learn and practice laparoscopic interventions on standard pelvi-trainer systems in order to improve their technical skills. Their performance is evaluated manually, using predefined scoring methods based on rating scales such as OSATS, GOALS or MISTELS [1]. These methods require the participation of an expert who observes and quantifies the trainee’s skills. However, recent technological progress has allowed the development and the integration of new surgical devices for training and interventional purposes such as the da Vinci® robot [2, 3]. Thanks to advances in human-machine interface and robot design, these devices have expanded the range of capabilities in terms of comfort and dexterity, thereby improving overall operating conditions for surgeons. Furthermore, the complementary da Vinci® Skills Simulator trainer introduced an advanced evaluation of surgical dexterity and shifted the Halsted’s paradigm, “see one, do one, teach one”, towards a new educational heuristic: “perfect practice makes perfect” [4]. Indeed, the use of such advanced training system makes the automatic assessment of operator performance possible. At the end of a training session, useful feedback is provided to the operator without any involvement from experts. This feedback is based on the automatic computation of multiple metrics (i.e., completion time, instrument collisions, workspace overlapping, traveled length or economy of motion) which yield performance scores. The evolution of these scores guides and encourages skill honing [5]. However, the mere objective evaluation of technical skills is insufficient. In fact, surgical training mostly relies on the repetition and execution of several different gestures, and qualitative criteria do not provide enough information to replicate them. A reliable solution is
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to take the operating gesture workflow into account, in order to provide more intuitive training as well as more accurate gesture and procedural knowledge assessment solutions [6].

In the literature, modeling and evaluating procedural knowledge and surgical activities have been extensively studied [7], and both refer to the notion of Surgical Process Modeling (SPM). The SPM methodology is entirely articulated around the concept of granularity. More precisely, the level of granularity defines the level of abstraction at which the surgical procedure is described. A hierarchical decomposition is employed to structure the different interactions between the surgical team and new technologies (e.g., communication, surgical activities). This formal decomposition was previously introduced for skill assessment purposes using ontological descriptions [8, 9]. However, since surgical gestures represent the lowest granularity level of the SPM decomposition, more precise and relevant information, such as kinematic data from tool motions [10], is necessary to recognize them.

Sugino et al. [11] proposed a method to both identify surgical gestures and assess surgeon expertise. This method relies on velocity and acceleration combined with standard metrics. Similarly, in [12]–[15], the authors used kinematic data during training sessions. Based on multiple transformations from the kinematic observations, such as Descriptive Curve Coding (DCC) or Gaussian models combined with Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), they encoded each gesture in a multi-state Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Their dual objective was to segment and recognize surgical gestures based on the temporal model of a surgical task. In a similar vein, more recent works [16]–[18] have proposed combining video and kinematic data, and have proved that mixing information from multiple modalities strongly improves gesture recognition capacities when building a temporal model. Despite such improvements, all these works relied on the assumption that the training sessions already comprised a breakdown of specific, recognizable gestures, which requires significant preprocessing input from experts. To avoid unnecessary assumptions, our work focuses on a non-supervised segmentation technique for gesture recognition in a similar training context.

Many works have proposed unsupervised segmentation techniques as well as trajectory clustering algorithms. However, only a few of them were applied to human gestures, and especially to hand trajectory segmentation purposes. Schulz et al. [19] proposed a method for segmenting joint-angle trajectories based on 3D positions but applied their algorithm to articulated human motions. In a different proposal, Popa et al. [20] addressed the problem of hand gesture recognition based on 2D trajectories. These trajectories were first segmented into strokes. Then, using vector-quantified histograms of motion directions, the authors were able to successfully identify basic gestures, such as drawing a square or a circle on a plane, in real time. In simpler contexts with controlled motions, other authors have also used different representations, such as zero-velocity crossing [21], and velocity and direction [22]. However, these individual representations do not provide enough information. They only capture a specific subspace of the trajectory (e.g., velocity, rotation). Holden et al. [23] proposed a combined method for both segmenting and recognizing surgical gestures during needle insertion interventions using both position and quaternion information. However, even if their proposed algorithm fits real-time requirements thanks to Markov Modeling, the tasks performed only involved simple 3D motions for needle insertion/removal (i.e., up, down, rotate). In fact, laparoscopic surgical gestures do not follow predefined patterns and instead involve complex motions which cannot be easily recognized. Therefore, detecting and recognizing surgeon’s gestures requires more acute observations than the ones proposed so far.

In this paper, we therefore propose a new bottom-up approach to segment and recognize surgical gestures, also called surgemes [24]. Surgemes define surgical motion units with explicit semantic sense (i.e., grabbing the needle). Each surgeme is composed of a set of primitives, called dexamenes, which are numerical representations of sub-gestures necessary to perform a surgeme [25]. Dexamenes only involve one hand and are devoid of semantic sense (i.e., go towards, turn left, wait). Fig. 1 shows an example of a surgical training session in which three surgemes are highlighted. Our objective is to identify all surgemes involved in the robotic surgical training task, without relying on any prior information. This bottom-up approach starts from the measurement and computation of multiple kinematic signals, which allow the capture of all the operator’s intentions. Next, we automatically detect relevant timestamps in the data that define dexamenes. Then, we compute their relevance with respect to spatio-temporal variations and compare three different dissimilarity metrics for this purpose. Further, we apply machine learning techniques to retrieve the entire surgeme workflow by recognizing and associating all the dexamenes. Finally, we evaluate the performance of our unsupervised segmentation and recognition approach based on data acquired from laparoscopic surgery training sessions using a robotic platform.

The remaining sections are organized as follows. In Section II, we present the overall method for surgical gesture segmentation and recognition. Section III describes the robotic platform, the acquired datasets and the different validation studies. Section IV presents the qualitative and quantitative assessments of our method. Finally, we discuss our analysis and results in Section V.

II. METHODS

The overall pipeline process of the proposed algorithm is presented in Fig. 2. In the first step, unsupervised segmentation of kinematic data is performed through a four-stage process. It provides a relevant selection of dexamenes without any prior information. In the second step, another three-stage process is used to learn and recognize the different surgemes involved in the surgical training task.

A. Unsupervised Trajectory Segmentation

The proposed segmentation method involves four distinct stages. The first stage uses the input kinematic data to compute additional 3D-invariant kinematic signals and processes these signals to reduce noise and normalize them. The second stage detects relevant timestamps inside these signals for temporal
dexeme decomposition. The third stage scores timestamps relevance in terms of spatial and temporal dissimilarity. The last stage selects the best scores to provide the most relevant dexeme segmentation.

1) Channel pre-processing: This part describes computations performed in stage A of Fig. 2. Surgical tool trajectories are represented by a set of rigid transformations, which include the position of each tooltip \{X_i(t), Y_i(t), Z_i(t)\}_i \in [1, 2]\} and the orientation via a rotation matrix, with respect to the robot's reference frame. The rotation matrix is converted into a quaternion representation \{Q_{w_i}(t), Q_{x_i}(t), Q_{y_i}(t), Q_{z_i}(t)\}_i \in [1, 2]\} in order to avoid singularity issues and to obtain a more compact representation for faster computation time. Additionally, a 3D-invariant signal representation is extracted from the trajectories [26, 27]. This allows us to model motions independently of tooltip's position using the following description. Let \(\Gamma(t)\) be a free form motion trajectory with \(t \in [1, N]\), where \(N\) is the trajectory length. Its 3D Euclidean signature \(S\) is defined by four differential invariants: curvature \((\kappa)\), torsion \((\tau)\) and their first order derivatives \((\kappa_s, \tau_s)\) with respect to the Euclidean arc-length parameter, in the following form:

\[
S = \{\kappa(t), \kappa_s(t), \tau(t), \tau_s(t)| t \in [1, N]\}
\]

where

\[
\kappa(t) = \frac{||\dot{\Gamma}(t) \times \ddot{\Gamma}(t)||}{||\dot{\Gamma}(t)||^3} 
\]

\[
\tau(t) = \frac{(\dot{\Gamma}(t) \times \dddot{\Gamma}(t)) \cdot \ddot{\Gamma}(t)}{||\dot{\Gamma}(t) \times \dddot{\Gamma}(t)||^2} 
\]

\[
\kappa_s(t) = \frac{d\kappa(t)}{ds} = \frac{d\kappa(t)}{dt} \cdot \frac{dt}{ds} = \frac{d\kappa(t)}{dt} \cdot \frac{1}{||\dot{\Gamma}(t)||} 
\]

\[
\tau_s(t) = \frac{d\tau(t)}{ds} = \frac{d\tau(t)}{dt} \cdot \frac{dt}{ds} = \frac{d\tau(t)}{dt} \cdot \frac{1}{||\dot{\Gamma}(t)||} 
\]

In our work, we used numerical approximations of each component of \(S\) relying on multiple neighbor approximation [28]. This allowed us to reduce computation time for the 3D-invariant descriptors. Furthermore, the grasping angles of the robotic tools are captured in order to obtain a complete description of the left and right surgical tool motions. In the end, a total of 24 variables (i.e., 3 for the position, 4 for the quaternion, 4 for the 3D Euclidean signature and 1 for the grasping angle, for each hand respectively) are acquired and subsequently used as input channels.

Then, a low-pass filter is used to minimize measurement noise and to capture only voluntary motions. It is set with a corner frequency of 1.5Hz to preserve fundamental hand motion frequencies [29]. It also has unity gain before the corner frequency and a high attenuation beyond 10Hz [30].

Finally, to manipulate and enable a fair comparison between these signals from different acquisitions, a normalization step is performed using mean and variance values. Let \(R_i\) be a raw signal of length \(L\), the normalization is specified as:

\[
N_i(t) = \frac{1}{\sigma_i^2}(R_i(t) - \mu_i) \quad t \in [1, L] 
\]

where \(\mu_i\) and \(\sigma_i^2\) are respectively the mean and variance, and \(N_i\) is the corresponding normalized signal. At the end of this step, smoothed and normalized data are obtained for the following spatio-temporal analysis.

2) Spatio-temporal persistence: Using previously processed channels as input, this part presents computations performed in stage B of Fig. 2. Our segmentation approach assumes that any dexeme is characterized by a pair of critical points, which are defined by geometrical variations in the input signals (e.g., curves, straight lines). These critical points help to identify the intentions of the operator. For this purpose, we used a new topological simplification technique applied to 2D scalar fields introduced by [31]. The proposed simplification methods aim at successively removing connected critical pairs of points by relying on the notion of persistence [32]. Using bi-Laplacian optimization, the algorithm successively computes the lifetime of connected components. More precisely, it measures the difference in the signal value between specific minima and maxima. This concept is illustrated with Fig. 3(a). Here each maximum is paired with a preceding minimum (note that paired points are not necessarily adjacent to each other in the initial signal). Then persistence of the paired points is computed and ranked. At the end, by choosing a persistence threshold, characteristic points in the signal can be selected. Another example is provided in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c) where characteristic points in a signal are selected by relying on the persistence threshold only. We applied this selection algorithm to our input channels in order to find extrema of each signal. Persistence thresholds were empirically defined for the experiments.
3) Dissimilarity ranking: Following this simplification process, we quantified the relevance of the remaining points, considering each one as a possible delimitation solution to define a dexeme. In order to avoid assumptions on the gesture’s length (e.g., using temporal windows averaging, which is task- and operator-dependent), we employed a dedicated scoring method to rank delimitation points (see stage C in Fig. 2). For this purpose, we used and compared three different dissimilarity metrics to quantify both shape and time variations of consecutive segments, based on multidimensional time series computation (i.e., each point delimits two segments, where each segment is characterized by multiple input signals and we quantify the dissimilarity between this pair of signals).

The first dissimilarity metric used was the Hausdorff distance [33]. Assuming two sets of points A and B, the Hausdorff distance h is described as:

\[ h(A, B) = \max_{a \in A} \left( \min_{b \in B} \|a - b\| \right) \]  

(7)

The symmetry of the metric is restored by using the maximum between \( h(A, B) \) and \( h(B, A) \).

The second metric studied was the discrete Fréchet distance [34]. The basic Fréchet distance is used for comparing continuous shapes, such as curves and surfaces, and is defined by reparametrizing the shapes. Since it takes the continuity of the shapes into account, it is generally considered a more appropriate distance measure for curves than Hausdorff’s. A specific variant of the Fréchet distance is the discrete Fréchet distance, which is naturally used for polygonal curves. Consider two polygonal curves P and Q in \( \mathbb{R}^c \) given by their sequences of vertices \( \langle p_1, ..., p_n \rangle \) and \( \langle q_1, ..., q_m \rangle \) respectively. A coupling C of the vertices of P and Q is a sequence of pairs of vertices \( C = \{C_1, ..., C_k\} \) with \( C_r = (p_i, q_j) \) for all \( r = 1, ..., k \) and some \( i \in \{1, ..., n\}, j \in \{1, ..., m\} \) fulfilling \( C_1 = (p_1, q_1) \), \( C_k = (p_n, q_m) \), \( C_r = (p_i, q_j) \) and \( C_{r+1} \in \{(p_{i+1}, q_j), (p_i, q_{j+1}), (p_{i+1}, q_{j+1})\} \) for \( r = 1, ..., k - 1 \). Let \( |\cdot| \) denote the norm on \( \mathbb{R}^c \), then the discrete Fréchet distance is defined as:

\[ F(P, Q) = \min_C \max_{\langle p_i, q_j \rangle \in C} |p_i - q_j| \]  

(8)

where C ranges over all coupling of the vertices of P and Q. The main advantage of this metric is that it allows fast computation by only taking into account the distances between vertices.

The last metric considered for dissimilarity ranking and the most used in the literature to compare two time series in terms of spatio-temporal variations is Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) with the Euclidean distance [35]. While the Euclidean distance cannot capture flexible similarities, DTW allows one to measure similarities between two sequences which may vary in time or speed. Its main advantage is the computation of a point-to-point association between two temporal sequences, with respect to both time and space variations. Thus, DTW finds the optimal alignment (or coupling) between sequences by aligning similar coordinates of both sequences. The cost of the optimal alignment between sequences \( A = \langle a_1, ..., a_M \rangle \) and \( B = \langle b_1, ..., b_N \rangle \) is recursively computed by:

\[ D(A_i, B_j) = \delta(a_i, b_j) + \min \left\{ D(A_{i-1}, B_j), D(A_i, B_{j-1}), D(A_{i-1}, B_{j-1}) \right\} \]  

(9)

where \( \delta(a_i, b_j) \) is the norm of the Euclidean distance between \( a_i \) and \( b_j \). The overall similarity of the two time series is given by \( D(A_M, B_N) \).

By applying these dissimilarity metrics, we were able to compute the relevance of the remaining critical points according to spatio-temporal variations, and rank their scores in order to keep the best ones. However, to avoid a task- or operator-dependent threshold selection, we used a more generic method for maximum score selection.

4) Maximum score selection: Based on the previously computed dissimilarity scores, a pairwise Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) procedure was employed to avoid biased threshold selection [36] (see stage D in Fig. 2). The NMS performs local maximum search, where a local maximum is greater than all its neighbors (excluding itself). The advantage of this method is that it preserves the topology of the dissimilarity score signal and relies only on the inner score pattern (see Fig. 4). For the maximum selection purpose, we used a 3-Neighborhood parameter. As a result, the best timestamps were selected to define the overall sequence of dexemes. With the proposed selection method, all components (i.e., input channels) were treated equivalently in our segmentation method. There was no specific selection of the nature of the temporal delimitation of the dexemes. Thus, this method does not rely on any prior knowledge regarding the context of execution.
used to find a separating hyperplane in a different subspace. Denoting such mapping as \( \phi_k(\cdot) \), the kernel SVM classifier is found by solving the optimization problem:

\[
\min_{w, b, \varepsilon} \frac{1}{2} w^T w + C \sum_{i=1}^{N} z_i
\]
subject to 
\[
y_i(w^T \phi_k(x_i) - b) + z_i \geq 1, \quad i = 1, ..., N.
\]

where \( z_i \) is a non-negative slack variable that penalizes the misclassification of sample \( i \), and the parameter \( C \) allows the weighting of this penalization. In this work, we used a Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel. The RBF kernel allows one to classify two samples \( u \) and \( v \) that are not linearly separable using the following function:

\[
K(u, v) = \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2\sigma^2} \| u - v \|^2 \right)
\]

where \( \gamma = \frac{1}{2\sigma^2} \) affects decision boundaries. For both classifiers, the output labels provided determine the assignment of the current dexeme to a distinct surgeme.

3) Dexeme association: The last stage executes a temporal association of consecutive dexeme labels in order to produce a surgeme sequence as the output of the overall pipeline (stage G of Fig. 2). However, since a surgeme is composed of several dexemes, smoothing is applied to the dexeme sequence provided to prevent outliers (i.e., modifying dexemes which were classified differently than their neighbors). We used a 3-Neighborhood smoothing for robust estimation of the surgeme sequence.

III. SETUP AND VALIDATION STUDIES

To evaluate the proposed approach, several operators were asked to execute predefined surgical training tasks on the telesurgical robotic platform presented in Section III-A. By recording the surgical tool motions involved in these training tasks, we created two distinct datasets presented in Section III-B. A verification study for the segmentation method and two validation studies for the assessment of both segmentation and classification steps are introduced in detail in Sections III-C and III-D.

A. Robotic Setup

For surgical training purposes, we used an advanced robotic teleoperation platform (see Fig. 5). The Raven-II robot was chosen because it closely mimics the da Vinci® systems motions [39]. Composed of two serial arms, each with 7 Degrees of Freedom (DoF), the Raven II allows the operator to move surgical needle graspers via a cable-driven mechanical architecture. Moreover, two Sigma 7 master interfaces were employed to teleoperate the Raven-II. Also offering 7 DoFs, these interfaces provide enough dexterity to precisely handle the distant robot with a “Position-Position” control loop running at 1kHz. This setup made surgical training on phantoms possible and allowed the acquisition and computation of the 24 kinematic variables required for our gesture recognition process.

B. Dexeme Learning and Surgeme Recognition

This section focuses on the classification task using a learning paradigm. Dexamets provided from the previous stage of the pipeline are transformed and learned through machine learning algorithms in order to eventually obtain the overall sequence of surgeries performed by the operator.

1) Feature transformation: For this step (stage E of Fig. 2), a descriptive signature is required to represent each dexeme in a specific manner. We based our work on a previous analysis where Chebyshev polynomial and Discrete Fourier series were compared to standard Polynomial approximations [37]. As stated by the authors, the latter decomposition provided sound results for spatio-temporal trajectory classification.

First, a base transformation was applied to dexeme segments, ensuring that all input channels would start from the same origin. Then, a polynomial approximation was applied using the following process. Let \( S(x) \) be a data sequence of size \( x \in [1, n] \). It can be approximated by a polynomial \( y = a_0 + a_1 x + ... + a_m x^m \) of degree \( m < n \) using the Least Squares method. Thus, a descriptive signature vector is created for each dexeme by concatenating all polynomial coefficients of the input channels. For our purposes, we tested several degrees of approximation and discussed their impact on the recognition performance in Section IV.

2) Classification algorithms: The objective of this stage is to provide discrete labels from input features (stage F of Fig. 2). We used \( k \)-Nearest Neighbors (\( k \)-NN) and Support Vector Machines (SVM) [38] to automatically classify dexemes obtained from the unsupervised trajectory segmentation step.

\( k \)-NN is a non parametric method for classification and regression. It consists in finding the \( k \) closest examples in the training database. Then, for a classification application, a majority voting is performed using the Euclidean distance to assign a class to the current sample. In this work, multiple values of \( k \) were considered and discussed according to their recognition performance.

SVM is an optimization algorithm which tries to find, in a binary problem, a hyperplane that maximally separates both classes. For this purpose, it determines a linear function of the form \( f(x) = w^T x + b \), where \( w \) is the separating hyperplane, \( x \) the training samples and \( b \) an offset. However, some problems are not linearly separable. In this case, a kernel trick could be
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(a) The master console with two Sigma 7 and a 3D screen for visual feedback.

(b) The Raven-II robot and a 3D camera enable teleoperated control of laparoscopic tools.

(c) The two surgical graspers and the training board for the pick-and-place task.

Fig. 5. The telesurgical robotic platform is composed of two main sites: master and slave sides. The master interfaces allow the operator to fully control the Raven-II surgical tools in order to complete the pick-and-place training task.

B. Trajectory Datasets

Two different datasets were acquired to validate the proposed approach. Each dataset consisted of multiple trajectories involving the same training task, executed by three experts. These experts were two urologists who regularly perform surgery with the da Vinci® robot and a teleoperation system engineer. Participants were briefed about the setup and the specificities of the tasks to ensure that they would perform them appropriately and consistently (i.e., in the same manner and without doing mistakes).

The first dataset consisted of three trajectories (one from each different operator). The aim of this task was to draw the letter “R” with one hand (left or right, depending on the operator’s hand dexterity). We used this dataset to qualitatively assess the segmentation method developed in this work.

The second dataset consisted of nine trajectories and videos, three per operator. The aim was to execute a surgical training task directly inspired by SAGES and FLS guidelines [40]. This training task involved peg transfers to several target locations following the workflow described hereafter:

1) Pick the first peg with the left tool and insert it into target 1 (leftmost pin of Fig. 5(c)),
2) Pick the second peg with the right tool and insert it into target 2 (rightmost pin),
3) Pick the last peg with the left or right tool and progress towards the center of the peg board. Grab it with the other available tool in order to insert it into target 3 (uppermost pin).

Next, in order to define the ground truth annotation, the acquisition modalities were manually synchronized and the manual segmentation of the kinematic data was achieved using video clipping. Note that, even if the ground truth was built by an expert, it could suffer from uncertainties and subjectivity. Here, we supposed that the expert have the required knowledge to correctly (i.e., optimally) perform this task, without any bias. From the annotations, twelve surgemes were thusly identified in this pick-and-place task (see Table I). They presented with the possibility that they would appear more than once during a session. We used this dataset to quantitatively assess the segmentation and the classification steps involved in our gesture recognition pipeline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surgeme’s Vocabulary for the Pick-and-Place Training Task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Segmentation Verification Study

This qualitative study aimed to visually analyze the output of the proposed segmentation algorithm. Due to the subjective nature of segmentation, it is difficult to assert its soundness without any specific medical application in mind. However, the robustness of any segmentation with respect to shape variability is one of the most important aspects of this type of assessment. Our operators executed trajectories with one hand to draw the letter “R”. The only inputs given to the segmentation algorithm were the position \( \{X(t), Y(t)\} \) and the computed short invariant signature \( S = \{\kappa(t), \kappa_s(t)\} \). The total invariant signature was not computed because only planar shapes were considered, leading to null torsion. The results based on the three dissimilarity metrics are detailed in Section IV-A.

D. Validation Studies for Surgeme Recognition

In order to assess the performance of the classification process, we carried out two studies. The first study consisted in using ground truth annotations as input to assess the classification performance (Ground Truth and Recognition Workflows in Fig. 2). The second study involved the combination of the proposed segmentation step with the classification step to assess the overall pipeline for surgical gesture recognition (Unsupervised Segmentation and Recognition Workflows in Fig. 2).

1) Ground truth and classification: The first validation was achieved using manual annotations of the surgemes in order to provide “gold-standard” results for the classification step. We
used a cross-validation process on the overall database with leave-one-out sessions, and averaged scores to present means and standard deviations as results. For both classification algorithms, recognition performance was assessed according to the following parameters:

- Degree of the feature transformation where \( m \in \{1, 3, 5, 7, 9\} \),
- Number of neighbors for the \( k \)-NN classifier where \( k \in \{1, 3, 5, 7\} \),
- Tradeoff penalty value for the SVM classifier where \( C \) is evenly spaced in log-space from \( 10^{-5} \) to \( 10^{10} \).

We employed four metrics to quantitatively assess recognition performance using the ground truth segmentation as input. Those metrics were accuracy, precision, recall, and F-score with identical weighting (also known as \( F_1 \) metrics):

\[
F_1 = 2 \cdot \frac{\text{precision} \cdot \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}}
\]

The results of this study are presented in Section IV-B.

2) Unsupervised segmentation and classification: This second validation study was completed using our entire pipeline, which combines the output of the unsupervised segmentation with the classification step. As in the previous study, we used a cross-validation process on the overall database with leave-one-out sessions, and averaged scores to present means and standard deviations as results. For both classification algorithms, recognition performance was assessed with respect to the feature transformation order and the inner parameter of the classifiers (i.e., number of neighbors for the \( k \)-NN and tradeoff penalty for the SVM). Moreover, the assessment of recognition performance was completed with the three dissimilarity metrics used for the segmentation process (Hausdorff, Fréchet and DTW).

We also quantified the recognition performance with the four previous assessment metrics (i.e., accuracy, precision, recall, and \( F_1 \) score). Additionally, we used another metric referred to matching. The latter provides a temporal matching ratio of surgemes (in percentage) between the ground truth annotations and output of our pipeline. The matching score is defined as:

\[
\text{Match}(t_i, g_i) = \frac{|\cap(t_i, g_i)|}{\text{length}(g_i)}
\]

where \( \cap \) denotes the overlapping between the unsupervised segmented sequence \( t_i \) and its corresponding ground truth sequence \( g_i \) of surgeme labels, normalized by the length of the current sequence. The results of this study are presented in Section IV-C.

IV. RESULTS

In this section, we report the results obtained from the studies presented in Section III. Experiments were run on an Intel Core i7-3770 @ 3.40GHz. The proposed pipeline performs dexeme segmentation and surgeme recognition from a trajectory in less than 5 seconds.

A. Segmentation Study Results

The qualitative assessment of the unsupervised segmentation method was applied to the first trajectory dataset. In the results, no difference in temporal segmentation (lower than 1.2% of the trajectory length) is noted between the three dissimilarity metrics. Fig. 6 shows results for the segmentation with the DTW dissimilarity metric only. Each point on the graphs is referenced as a delimiter between two segments. As shown, even if the letters do not have the same shape, the segmentation algorithm performed similarly on these three cases. The different parts of the letter are well identified. Only the vertical straight line is well distinguished with the operator N°3 (Fig. 6(a)), where in the two other cases, this vertical line is broke down in two parts because of the deformations. Otherwise, the semicircle is well split in two parts and the oblique line appeared as a single segment in all cases. Upon completion, the multiple-segment composition allows the reconstruction of the main parts of the shape so the operator’s intentions can be recognized.

B. Validation Study Results: Ground Truth and Classification

The results reported herein were obtained with the first study described in Section III-D. We used the second trajectory dataset with the ground truth annotation combined with the classification step. In the \( k \)-NN case, Fig. 7(a) shows high recognition accuracies, especially for a 1-NN classification. An average recognition rate of 97.4% is obtained independently of the polynomial approximation order. However, 1-NN voting is sensitive to noise or misclassification, hence, the preference for the 3- or 5-NN classification methods is a better compromise with respect to our database length. Concerning
the SVM classification, the RBF kernel with a default value $\gamma = \frac{1}{N \cdot \text{class}}$ (the best compromise between performance and boundary complexity) provides 96.2% accuracy with the best parameter combination (feature approximation order + SVM tradeoff) as presented in Fig. 7(b). C-SVM with a trade-off parameter effectively improves classification performance by deforming decision boundaries to accommodate a larger penalty for error/margin tradeoff. The performances are close to the $k-$NN results when $C \in [10^3, 10^5]$, which indicates strong misclassification penalization.

For both classifiers, the polynomial approximation order shows a noticeable impact on classifier performance. In the case of Poly1, Poly3 and Poly5, high recognition accuracy is obtained. Conversely, when considering Poly7 and Poly9, accuracy decreases as the polynomial order increases. Finally, Poly3 and Poly5 produce the best recognition scores for surgical gesture classification. In the following studies, we only focused on the Poly5 approximation, because it allows high recognition results and accurate data generalization.

A detailed analysis of the recognition performance for each surgeme is presented in Table II. Results were averaged from all sessions, and means and standard deviations are presented. Moreover, the averaged confusion matrices with Poly5 and both classifiers are presented in Fig. 8. They show the distribution of the classification outcome with respect to the manual annotation. In these results, we notice both high precision and recall scores for each surgeme with low standard deviations, except for the recognition of the surgeme Moving to target with the SVM classifier. Indeed, this surgeme was often confused with the Reaching peg surgeme, mainly because both

---

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surgeme</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Precision [Mean ± SD %]</th>
<th>Recall [Mean ± SD %]</th>
<th>F1 [ %]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wait</td>
<td>Ground truth</td>
<td>5-NN</td>
<td>100.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>90.74 ± 14.10</td>
<td>96.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaching peg</td>
<td>Ground truth</td>
<td>5-NN</td>
<td>88.89 ± 16.67</td>
<td>96.30 ± 11.11</td>
<td>92.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precise position</td>
<td>Ground truth</td>
<td>5-NN</td>
<td>89.81 ± 15.47</td>
<td>96.30 ± 11.11</td>
<td>89.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grabbing peg</td>
<td>Ground truth</td>
<td>5-NN</td>
<td>100.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>94.44 ± 16.67</td>
<td>97.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extracting peg</td>
<td>Ground truth</td>
<td>5-NN</td>
<td>96.30 ± 11.11</td>
<td>100.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>98.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving to target</td>
<td>Ground truth</td>
<td>5-NN</td>
<td>100.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>100.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positioning on target</td>
<td>Ground truth</td>
<td>5-NN</td>
<td>96.30 ± 11.11</td>
<td>100.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>98.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inserting in target</td>
<td>Ground truth</td>
<td>5-NN</td>
<td>100.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>94.44 ± 16.67</td>
<td>97.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Releasing peg</td>
<td>Ground truth</td>
<td>5-NN</td>
<td>100.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>100.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving to wait</td>
<td>Ground truth</td>
<td>5-NN</td>
<td>100.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>100.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving back to center</td>
<td>Ground truth</td>
<td>5-NN</td>
<td>100.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>100.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving to end position</td>
<td>Ground truth</td>
<td>5-NN</td>
<td>100.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>100.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average performance</td>
<td>Ground truth</td>
<td>5-NN</td>
<td>97.61 ± 4.53</td>
<td>97.67 ± 6.72</td>
<td>97.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 7. Assessment of the classification step using $k-$NN and SVM classifiers applied to the ground truth consistency. Results are given with respect to both inner parameters and polynomial fitting order.

Fig. 8. Confusion matrices comparing the classification outcome with the ground truth annotation for each surgeme. Values indicate the percentage of accuracy at which the actual surgeme was recognized as belonging to each predicted surgeme.

---
gestures involved the same straight line dexemes. These results highlight that the second part of our pipeline (i.e., feature transformation and classification process) is well-adapted to the surgery recognition problematic in a training context.

### C. Validation Study Results: Unsupervised Segmentation and Classification

This section presents results obtained with the second study detailed in Section III-D. The second trajectory dataset was used with our overall recognition pipeline (i.e., both unsupervised segmentation and classification steps). First, the assessment of the various dissimilarity metrics used for the unsupervised segmentation is addressed. As shown in Fig. 9, classification accuracies are not highly impacted by dissimilarity metrics, independently of the considered classifier.

For the $k$−NN classifier, the best performances are obtained with a 5-neighbor voting. As in the previous section, the polynomial order does not significantly impact recognition accuracy. But as noted above, Poly5 and Poly7 provide the best results. All told, the best segmentation and recognition configurations are given by the DTW + Poly5 and Fréchet + Poly7 combinations, with 78.2% and 78.4% accuracy respectively. Compared to $k$−NN, SVM with the RBF kernel gives similar results when the $C$ parameter strongly penalizes misclassification. Here, DTW exceeds the other metrics with a 77.5% recognition score and more stable results when modifying classifier parameters. Moreover, lower polynomial order approximations are preferred because they indicate that a good feature generalization is performed.

After comparing results for the ground truth and the proposed segmentation method using a Poly5 approximation order, we conclude that the unsupervised method (with both

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nb neighbor</th>
<th>Classification Accuracy [%]</th>
<th>K−NN Performance for Polynomial Approx.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poly1</td>
<td>Poly3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poly5</td>
<td>Poly7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poly9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>log10 Tradeoff (C−SVM)</th>
<th>Classification Accuracy [%]</th>
<th>SVM Performance for Polynomial Approx.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poly1</td>
<td>Poly3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poly5</td>
<td>Poly7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poly9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9. Assessment of the unsupervised segmentation and classification steps using $k$−NN and SVM classifiers with respect to their inner parameters. Effects of the polynomial fitting order and of the dissimilarity metric used for the segmentation are considered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ground Truth</th>
<th>5−NN with Poly5 and DTW metric.</th>
<th>SVM with Poly5 and DTW metric.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10. Confusion matrices comparing automatic segmentation and classification outcome with ground truth annotation for each gesture. Values indicate the percentage of accuracy at which the actual gesture was recognized as belonging to each predicted gesture.
From this assessment, we note that the 5-NN classifier offers the best compromise for the current application, and especially for the most important surgemes, such as Extracting peg, Moving to target and Inserting in target. The confusion matrices presented in Fig. 10 also show high recall percentages for most surgemes. While average performances in Table III are around 20% lower than the performances based on ground truth consistency, average recall reaches about 74% and average precision goes up to 77%.

The last assessment focuses on the timeline comparison between manual segmentation and the proposed processing outputs (see Fig. 11). The 5-NN classifier reaches an average matching score of 81.9% (± 2.4%) with the Poly5 and DTW dissimilarity metric. An instance of the results is presented in Fig. 11(a), and the corresponding 3D trajectories with the ground truth annotation (Fig. 11(b)) could be compared to the processed one with our overall pipeline (Fig. 11(c)). As illustrated, trajectories are similarly colored and the transition delay between surgemes is visible in 3D. These figures mainly illustrate that most errors are due to misidentification of transition times between surgemes, rather than incorrect task classification. They also indicate that the proposed workflow is capable of recognizing the intentions of a new operator within a very small detection delay.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Kinematic Channels Impact

Kinematic data offers relevant information for low-level recognition of human gestures. However, recognition performance is largely affected by the kinematic data that are used as pipeline input. In a prior step, we performed the same study relying only on 3D positions. However, solely leveraging 3D positions as input channels led to poor segmentation and classification performance. In the same way, Cifuentes et al. [41] used only quaternion information to retrieve operator gestures (i.e., intention could be correlated to orientation as well). Based on this analysis, we concluded that the operators intentions could be determined using rigid transformation data. Gao et al. [42] advocated this approach and presented surgical gesture recognition works which dealt with 78 kinematic variables. However, these studies relied mainly on dimensionality reduction to characterize surgical gestures, and failed
to provide information about the relevance of the channels considered for processing. In our work, we used 24 kinematic channels, including 3D invariant variables, to represent tool motions. With this shorter signature length, we were able to capture and recognize surgical gestures, and also improve the processing steps by reducing the computation time of the algorithm. A short-term perspective of this approach is to compare the different Euclidean descriptors present in the literature, including the ones in the PCL library, in order to optimize the segmentation process as well as the recognition performance.

B. Persistent-Extrema Selection Impact

Relying on the topological simplification of signals, and ranking attributes by their persistence measure, the persistent-extrema selection is a crucial element of the proposed pipeline. An empirical tuning of the persistence threshold was performed so that the same parameters would be used in all experiments. However, data-driven machine learning techniques could help to estimate the best threshold for a dataset, by optimizing this value with respect to the classification performance. Based on our observations, this threshold value affects the minimal size of the dexemes in a non-linear way and generates high variations on the recognition performance.

C. Dissimilarity Metric Impact

In this paper, Hausdorff and Fréchet metrics were finally excluded because of their lower performance, especially for classification purposes. DTW enables the best association (segmentation + classification), and had already been identified as a superior metric [43, 44]. However, the DTW algorithm has two main drawbacks. The first one is its long computation time that could, however, be reduced with predefined constraints. The second shortcoming is that the DTW requires that particular attention be paid to data dimensionality. Ten Holt et al. [45] addressed the problem of gesture recognition by using a multi-dimensional DTW (MD-DTW). Their results confirmed that MD-DTW outperformed 1D-DTW in case of normalized input signals, motivating our pre-processing step for normalization. Moreover, issues related to noisy measures do not have to be considered in our work, thanks to the low-pass filtering step for fundamental motion retrieving. Nonetheless, future work could focus on the comparison of 1D-DTW and MD-DTW, by quantifying the classification performance variations.

D. Feature Transformation and Approximation Order Impacts

In this work, we focused on computing a relevant descriptive signature with potential fast backward computing for further robotic assistance. Polynomial approximation provides a discriminant signature and yielded excellent results for spatio-temporal trajectory classification [37]. Motivating our choice, we discussed the approximation order for feature transformation. As suggested in the results, this approximation order impacts the performance of the proposed pipeline. However, one can argue that a high approximation order allows for well-fitted data and reduces information loss. Nevertheless, the general idea is to understand human gestures from a training database. Since there are multiple ways to perform a single action, learned motions must be generalized as much as possible to accurately capture and understand human gestures from an unknown training dataset. In our case, a 5-degree polynomial approximation provided optimal results in order to avoid overfitting side-effects. The resulting signatures, which comprised 72 variables (6 coefficients and 12 signals for one surgical tool), were sufficient for offline generalization but also not too large for further online processing.

E. Surgeme Recognition Assessment

In the last validation study, we found that the 5−NN classifier offered the best compromise for the present application. With this classifier, the most important surgemes such as Extracting peg, Moving to target and Inserting in target were appropriately recognized. The confusion matrices presented in Fig. 10 showed high recall percentages for these surgemes. Conversely, the Precise positioning, Grabbing peg, Positioning on target and Releasing peg surgemes generated poorer results and high standard deviations, partly due to their short durations and their specific features, which are not easily reproduced (e.g., operators did not use the same positioning process for each session). We also noticed that the Wait surgeme caused unwanted gestures. It was often confused with other surgemes because, even during the waiting phase, small motions were produced as a result of hand mimicking. By using such bottom-up approach, we addressed the lowest decomposition level of gesture where different surgemes reveal similar dexemes that are hard to distinguish from each other, resulting in misclassification. Nevertheless, the final matching assessment between ground truth annotations and the proposed method shows that an accurate recognition of the most important surgemes involved in the pick-and-place task is possible. Moreover, an extension of this unsupervised segmentation method to other training tasks could be directly performed since the proposed algorithm does not rely on any prior information about the surgical task.

VI. Conclusion

Surgical gesture recognition is a key component for the next generation of surgical training systems, including context-aware computer-assisted systems. It could offer an advanced quantitative evaluation of surgical gestures for more appropriate operator feedback (e.g., haptic or visual feedback, path-following capability). In this paper, we proposed a new approach for automatically segmenting and recognizing surgical gestures during robotic training sessions. While the first step performs trajectory decomposition into dexemes, the second step recognizes these dexemes to assign them to surgical gestures. We believe that accurately detecting, and then understanding, the surgical gestures of a new trainee without any human intervention in the training process are realistically attainable goals with this approach. We assessed our algorithm on a real training dataset from surgical experts. An accuracy of 97.4% was achieved in the learning task and an average matching score of 81.9% was obtained for a fully automated
gesture recognition process. To conclude, this work proposes a new approach for automated surgical gesture recognition. It directly encourages the educational heuristic “perfect practice makes perfect”, by providing an implement to improve training efficiency with potential surgical skill assessment and gesture-specific feedback.
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